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ABSTRACT
We study the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect (SZE) signature in South Pole Telescope (SPT) data
for an ensemble of 719 optically identified galaxy clusters selected from 124.6 deg2 of the
Dark Energy Survey (DES) science verification data, detecting a clear stacked SZE signal
down to richness λ ∼ 20. The SZE signature is measured using matched-filtered maps of
the 2500 deg2 SPT-SZ survey at the positions of the DES clusters, and the degeneracy be-
tween SZE observable and matched-filter size is broken by adopting as priors SZE and optical
mass–observable relations that are either calibrated using SPT-selected clusters or through the
Arnaud et al. (A10) X-ray analysis. We measure the SPT signal-to-noise ζ–λ relation and
two integrated Compton-y Y500–λ relations for the DES-selected clusters and compare these
to model expectations that account for the SZE–optical centre offset distribution. For clusters
with λ > 80, the two SPT-calibrated scaling relations are consistent with the measurements,
while for the A10-calibrated relation the measured SZE signal is smaller by a factor of 0.61
± 0.12 compared to the prediction. For clusters at 20 < λ < 80, the measured SZE signal is
smaller by a factor of ∼0.20–0.80 (between 2.3σ and 10σ significance) compared to the pre-
diction, with the SPT-calibrated scaling relations and larger λ clusters showing generally better
agreement. We quantify the required corrections to achieve consistency, showing that there is
a richness-dependent bias that can be explained by some combination of (1) contamination
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of the observables and (2) biases in the estimated halo masses. We also discuss particular
physical effects associated with these biases, such as contamination of λ from line-of-sight
projections or of the SZE observables from point sources, larger offsets in the SZE-optical
centring or larger intrinsic scatter in the λ–mass relation at lower richnesses.
Key words: methods: observational – methods: statistical – galaxies: abundances – galaxies:
clusters: general – large-scale structure of Universe.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Joint analysis of multiwavelength observations, including opti-
cal and Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect (hereafter SZE; Sunyaev &
Zel’dovich 1972) tracers of the underlying dark matter, will help
us in realizing the full cosmological potential of our observational
data sets (Cunha 2009; Rozo et al. 2009; Song et al. 2012; Bleem
et al. 2015; Rhodes et al. 2015; Saro et al. 2015, hereafter S15). This
joint analysis is particularly important for experiments using galaxy
clusters, for which both cluster selection and the determination of
mass and redshift generally require multiwavelength observations
(Rozo et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010, 2015; Benson et al. 2013;
Bocquet et al. 2015b; Planck Collaboration 2015, and references
therein). However, to fully exploit the underlying cosmological in-
formation, a careful characterization of possible biases and system-
atics is crucial, and tests are required to prove consistency among
different observable–mass scaling relations associated with differ-
ent galaxy cluster samples (Evrard et al. 2014; Rozo & Rykoff 2014;
Rozo et al. 2014a,c; S15).
Within this context, several investigations have tested the con-
sistency of optical and SZE properties of galaxy clusters. Planck
Collaboration XII (2011) stacked Planck data at positions of clus-
ters in a catalogue selected from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
data (the maxBCG catalogue; Koester et al. 2007) and found a deficit
of SZE signal compared to what is expected from the associated ob-
served mass–richness and SZE observable–mass scaling relations
(Johnston et al. 2007; Rozo et al. 2009; Arnaud et al. 2010). This
result has been confirmed using WMAP data (Draper et al. 2012). In
the Planck analysis, the discrepancy disappears when using a subset
of their optical sample with X-ray emission; however, they do not
account for the complicated selection function of the X-ray sam-
ple they use, and so the resulting agreement could be coincidental.
Similar discrepancies have been noted using data from the Ata-
cama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) in combination with optically
selected clusters from the maxBCG catalogue (Sehgal et al. 2013)
and with a sample of luminous red galaxies (Hand et al. 2011) ex-
tracted from the SDSS (Kazin et al. 2010). On the other hand, a
similar SZE-stacked analysis based on a sample of locally bright-
est galaxies has shown more consistent results with respect to the
expectation (Planck Collaboration XI 2013) down to halo masses
of the order of ∼4 × 1012 M. These apparently discrepant results
might be consistent since large theoretical uncertainties are associ-
ated with the luminous galaxy halo masses, which in this case have
been calibrated through mock catalogues. Results obtained by the
Planck Collaboration XI (2013) have been confirmed by Greco et al.
(2015) using a similar sample but with a different analysis method.
Consistent results have also been obtained from the stacked analysis
of a sample of radio sources (Gralla et al. 2014).
From the theoretical perspective, the lower than expected SZE
signal for galaxy clusters with a given optical richness has been
addressed by quantifying and incorporating the systematic uncer-
tainties in the observables as well as the associated covariances
(Angulo et al. 2012; Biesiadzinski et al. 2012; Evrard et al. 2014;
Rozo et al. 2014c; Wu et al. 2015).
The aim of this work is to study SZE observables derived from
South Pole Telescope (SPT) data at the locations of clusters iden-
tified in the Dark Energy Survey (DES) Science Verification Data
(DES-SVA1) using the red-sequence Matched-Filter Probabilistic
Percolation, REDMAPPER, (RM) algorithm (Rykoff et al. 2016) and to
test the resulting SZE–optical scaling relations for consistency with
the model described in S15. In S15, a simultaneous calibration of
the SZE and optical richness mass relations is carried out starting
from an SPT-selected sample of clusters (Bleem et al. 2015) that
are matched with the RM cluster catalogue extracted from the data
of DES-SVA1. We remind the reader that optical richness and SZE
scaling relations in S15 were simultaneously calibrated from abun-
dance matching of the SPT-selected sample adopting the same fixed
cosmological model used in this work.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
RM-selected galaxy cluster catalogues and the SPT data. In Sec-
tion 3, we summarize the theoretical model adopted for our analysis.
Section 4 describes the method we use to extract the SZE observ-
ables. Our results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 contains a
discussion of our findings and our conclusions.
For the analysis presented below, we adopt fixed cosmology that
is flat CDM with M = 0.3, H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 and σ 8 = 0.8.
Cluster masses (M500) are defined within R500, the radius within
which the average density is 500 times the critical density of the
Universe at the cluster redshift.
2 DATA
2.1 DES optical cluster catalogues
For this work, we use optically selected clusters from the DES-SVA1
region that overlaps with the SPT-SZ 2500 d survey. In Section 2.1.1,
we describe the acquisition and preparation of the DES-SVA1 data,
and in Section 2.1.2, we describe the RM cluster catalogue.
2.1.1 DES-SVA1 data
The DES-SVA1 data include imaging in grizY of ∼300 deg2 over
multiple disconnected fields (e.g. Rykoff et al. 2016), most of which
overlap with the SPT-SZ survey. The DES-SVA1 data were acquired
with the Dark Energy Camera (Flaugher et al. 2015) over 78 nights,
starting in 2012 November and ending in 2013 February with depth
comparable to the nominal depth of the full DES survey.
Data have been processed through the DES Data Management
system (DESDM) that is an advanced version of development ver-
sions described in several earlier publications (Ngeow et al. 2006;
Mohr et al. 2008, 2012; Desai et al. 2012). The co-add catalogue
produced by DESDM of the SV data set was analysed and tested,
resulting in the generation of the SVA1 Gold catalogue (Rykoff
et al. 2016). The Gold catalogue covers ∼250 deg2 and is optimized
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for extragalactic science. In particular, it avoids the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud and its high stellar densities and is masked south of
declination δ = −61◦. Furthermore, the footprint is restricted to the
regions where data have coverage in all of griz (Rozo et al. 2016).
2.1.2 REDMAPPER cluster catalogue
The RM algorithm is a cluster-finding algorithm based on the im-
proved richness observable of Rykoff et al. (2012). RM has been
applied to photometric data from the SDSS Stripe 82 co-add data
(Annis et al. 2014), to the Eighth Data Release of SDSS (Aihara
et al. 2011) and to DES-SVA1 and DES Year 1 data (S15; Rykoff
et al. 2016; Soergel et al. 2016), and has been shown to provide
excellent photometric redshifts, richness estimates that tightly cor-
relate with external mass proxies (S15; Rykoff et al. 2016), and
very good completeness and purity (Rozo & Rykoff 2014; Rozo
et al. 2014a,b).
We employ an updated version of the RM algorithm (v6.3.3),
with improvements presented in Rozo & Rykoff (2014), Rozo et al.
(2016) and Rykoff et al. (2016). The main features of the algorithm
can be summarized as follows: (1) Colours of red-sequence galaxies
are calibrated using galaxy clusters with spectroscopic redshifts. (2)
Red-sequence galaxy calibrated colours are then used to estimate
the membership probability for every galaxy in the vicinity of a
galaxy cluster candidate. (3) The richness λ is then defined as the
sum of the membership probabilities (pRM) over all galaxies:
λ =
∑
pRM. (1)
(4) The RM centring algorithm is probabilistic and the centring
likelihood incorporates the following features: (i) the photometric
redshift of the central galaxy must be consistent with the cluster
redshift, (ii) the central galaxy luminosity must be consistent with
the expected luminosity of the central galaxy of a cluster of the
observed richness and (iii) the galaxy density on a 300 kpc scale
must be consistent with the galaxy density of central galaxies. The
centring probability Pcen further accounts for the fact that every
cluster has one and only one central galaxy. A prior is placed that
the correct central galaxy of a cluster is one of the five most likely
central galaxies in the cluster field. This prior is uninformative while
still limiting the number of candidate centrals for which Pcen must
be estimated.
The DES-SVA1 RM catalogue (Rykoff et al. 2016) was produced
by running on a smaller footprint than that for the full SVA1 Gold
sample. In particular, we restrict the catalogue to the regions where
the z-band 10σ galaxy-limiting magnitude is z > 22. In total, we
use 148 deg2 of DES-SVA1 imaging, with 129.1 deg2 overlapping
the SPT-SZ footprint. In this area, the largest fraction (124.6 deg2)
is included in the so-called DES-SVA1 SPT-E field. The final cat-
alogue used in this work consists of 719 clusters with λ > 20 and
redshifts in the range 0.2 < z < 0.9 (median redshift z = 0.55).
2.2 SPT-SZ 2500 d survey
The thermal SZE signals analysed in this work are extracted at 95
and 150 GHz from the 2500 d SPT-SZ survey (for a description of
the survey, see e.g. Bleem et al. 2015). We use point-source-masked
maps, which mask an area around each point source detected at
more than 5σ in the 150 GHz data, which give a total useable area
of 2365 deg2. Typical instrumental noise is approximately 40 (18)
μKCMB-arcmin and the beam FWHM is 1.6 (1.2) arcmin for the 95
(150) GHz maps. The SPT-SZ survey is divided into 19 different
subfields, whose relative noise levels can be characterized by the
relative field scaling factor As. We refer the reader to Bleem et al.
(2015) and Schaffer et al. (2011) for further details on the SPT-
SZ survey and map making. We use a multifrequency matched-
filter to extract the thermal SZE signal from clusters and enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio. This approach is designed to optimally
measure the cluster signal given knowledge of the cluster profile and
the noise in the maps (Haehnelt & Tegmark 1996; Melin, Bartlett &
Delabrouille 2006). Therefore, additional information to describe
the shape of the cluster profile is required, while we leave the
amplitude of model free. In this study, the cluster pressure profiles
are assumed to be well fitted by the X-ray-derived A10 universal
pressure profile model (Plagge et al. 2010):
P (x) ∝ {(1.177x)0.31[1 + (1.18x)1.05]4.93}−1 , (2)
where x = r/R500.
We thus describe the adopted profiles in terms of the projected ra-
dius θ500 and adopt 30 different profiles linearly spaced in θ500 from
0.5 to 7.75 arcmin. The noise contributions are both astrophysical
(e.g. the CMB, point sources) and instrumental (e.g. atmospheric,
detector) based. We adopt the following Fourier domain spatial
filter:
ψ(kx, ky) = B(kx, ky)S(|k|)
B(kx, ky)2Nastro(|k| ) + Ninst(kx, ky) , (3)
where ψ is the matched-filter, B is the SPT beam and S is the as-
sumed source template. The noise contributions Nastro and Ninst, re-
spectively, encapsulate the astrophysical and the instrumental noise.
3 T H E O R E T I C A L F R A M E WO R K
Neglecting small relativistic corrections, the thermal SZE in the
direction of a cluster at a frequency ν can be approximated by
(Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980): T(ν)  TCMBG(ν)yc. Here, TCMB
is the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature and G(ν)
describes the thermal SZE frequency dependence. The Comptoniza-
tion parameter yc is related to the integrated pressure along the line
of sight:
yc = (kBσT/mec2)
∫
neTedl, (4)
where ne and Te are the electron density and temperature, respec-
tively.
In this work, we study two different SZE observables: the SPT
detection significance ζ and the Comptonization parameter yc inte-
grated over the solid angle θ500 defined as Y500 =
∫ θ500
0 ycd, where
θ500 is the projected angle associated with R500. For the latter, we
analyse two different models that use different Y500–mass relations.
We will relate both SZE observables ζ and Y500 to the central decre-
ment y0, as discussed in details in Section 4.
3.1 ζ–mass relation from SPT
Following previous SPT analyses (Benson et al. 2013; Bleem
et al. 2015; Bocquet et al. 2015b; S15), we describe the ζ–mass
relation as a lognormal distribution with scatter DSZE and a mean:
〈ln[(1 − f )ζ ]|M500, z〉 = lnASZE + BSZE ln
( (1 − b)M500
3 × 1014 h−1 M
)
+CSZE ln
(
E(z)
E(z = 0.6)
)
, (5)
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where E(z) ≡ H(z)/H0, with best-fitting parameters ASZE = 4.02 ±
0.16, BSZE = 1.71 ± 0.09, CSZE = 0.49 ± 0.16 and DSZE = 0.20 ±
0.07 as given in S15. Here, we introduce two parametrizations to ac-
count for possible biases in mass (1 − b) and in the SZE observable
(1 − f). While we note that the two parameters are mathematically
equivalent (besides a trivial transformation with the slope of the
scaling relation BSZE), in the following we will keep a formal dis-
tinction between b and f, as the physical causes for each term are
quite different. We also note that only a constant fractional contam-
ination in the optical observable that is independent of richness and
redshift can be modelled by a constant fractional bias in mass (b)
or in the SZE observable (f).
3.2 Y500–mass relation from A10
For the first model of the spherical Y–mass scaling relation, we
follow Arnaud et al. (2010, hereafter A10) and adopt a lognormal
distribution with intrinsic scatter σ Y = 17 per cent (Planck Collab-
oration XX 2014) and mean:
〈ln[(1 − f )Y sph500/Mpc2]|M500, z〉
= ln(10−4.739 h−5/270 E(z)2/3) + 1.79 ln
( (1 − b)M500
3×1014 h−170 M
)
,
(6)
where the cylindrical and spherical quantities are related as Y500 =
1.203 Y sph500 and where the bias parameters b and f are equal to zero
as in A10.
3.3 Y500–mass relation from SPT
As an alternative, for the second model of the Y500–mass scaling
relation, we adopt the form derived using the YX–mass calibration
of the SPT cluster sample. Following Andersson et al. (2011), we
assume Y
sph
500 = 0.92YX and describe 〈YX|M500, z〉 as
〈ln[(1 − f )YX/3 × 1014 M keV]|M500, z〉
=
[
ln
( (1 − b)M500
3 × 1014 M
)
− ln (AXh1/2)
−5BX − 3
2
ln
(
h
0.72
)
− CX lnE(z)
]
BX
−1. (7)
For consistency, we fit the YX–mass relation using YX measurements
from 82 SPT-selected clusters (McDonald et al. 2013) as described
in detail elsewhere (de Haan et al. 2016) under the same assumption
as adopted in S15. Note that the adopted functional form describing
the YX–mass relation in de Haan et al. (2016) is inverted with respect
to the other observable–mass relations used in this work. We obtain
AX = 6.7 ± 0.37, BX = 0.43 ± 0.03 and CX = −0.12 ± 0.14 for bias
parameters b and f equal to zero. Note that, as for the ζ and λ mass
relations, the YX parameters in this work have been derived from
abundance matching of the SPT-selected cluster sample assuming
the same fixed reference cosmology. They therefore differ from the
ones presented in de Haan et al. (2016), which are simultaneously
calibrated within a cosmological analysis. Our approach allows us
to make a direct consistency check among the different scaling
relations. We also note that, as a result, the associated slope of
the Y500–mass relation in this case (1/BX = 2.32) is much steeper
(∼2.5σ ) than the corresponding slope in the A10 relation (1.79).
This is an outcome of the SPT cluster abundance calibration (for
discussion, see de Haan et al. 2016).
3.4 λ–mass relation calibrated with SPT
On the optical side, we assume that the RM-selected sample is also
well described by the λ–mass relation calibrated in S15 for the
SPT-selected sample. Namely, we assume a λ–mass relation of the
form
〈ln λ|M500, z〉 = lnAλ + Bλ ln
(
M500
3 × 1014 h−1 M
)
+Cλ ln
(
E(z)
E(z = 0.6)
)
. (8)
An additional parameter Dλ describes the intrinsic scatter in λ at
fixed mass, which is assumed to be lognormal and uncorrelated with
the SZE scatter, with variance given by
Var(ln λ|M500) = exp (−〈ln λ|M500〉) + D2λ. (9)
Best-fitting parameters (and associated uncertainties) of the λ–mass
relation are taken from S15 and are Aλ = 66.1+6.3−5.9, Bλ = 1.14+0.21−0.18,
Cλ = 0.73+0.77−0.75 and Dλ = 0.15+0.10−0.07. We remind the reader that the
parameters of the λ–mass and of the ζ–mass relations have been
simultaneously calibrated in S15 from an SPT-selected cluster sam-
ple. Thus, a consistency of these scaling relations (which implies b
and f consistent with zero) is expected for the high-richness end of
the cluster population, corresponding approximately to the region
λ > 80 (S15).
3.5 Mass prior and miscentring
Following Liu et al. (2015) and Bocquet et al. (2015b), for every RM
cluster selected with richness λ ± λ, at a redshift z, we compute
the mass prior:1
P (M|λ, z) ∝ P (λ|M, z)P (M, z), (10)
where P(λ|M, z) is obtained by convolving the scaling relation
described by equations (8) and (9) with the associated Gaussian
measurement uncertainty λ, and P(M, z) represents the mass prior
and is proportional to the halo mass function (Tinker et al. 2008).
For every cluster in the sample, P(M|λ, z) is then marginalized over
the λ–mass scaling relation parameter uncertainties. We then use
the resulting mass prior P(M|λ, z) in equations (5), (6) and (7) to
compute the expected SZE observable of each RM-selected cluster.
When exploring the impact of miscentring on our observations,
we assume that the RM-selected sample is characterized by the
optical–SZE central-offset distribution calibrated in S15 from the
SPT-selected sample. The impact of the corresponding corrections
is discussed in Section 5.2.4.
For the purpose of this analysis, results presented in this work
have been obtained by fixing the SZE observable–mass scaling re-
lation parameters to their best-fitting values, while we marginalize
over the uncertainties of the λ–mass relation parameters and over
the parameters of the adopted optical–SZE central-offset distribu-
tion. This approximation is justified because the uncertainties of
the parameters describing the λ–mass relation are dominated by
uncorrelated Poisson errors and significantly larger than the ones
describing the SZE observable–mass scaling relations.
4 SZE OBSERVABLES
Using the matched-filter (equation 3), we extract the central decre-
ment temperature T0 = TCMBy0, where y0 is the filter amplitude
1 In the following, we will refer to M500 as M.
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Figure 1. From top left, the first five panels show the average temperature decrement in SPT maps centred at the position of RM-selected clusters in bins of
decreasing λ. Before averaging, the SPT map at the location of each RM cluster has been convolved with a matched-filter constructed assuming an SZE profile
with a mass derived from the λ–mass relation in S15. The number of clusters and λ range for each bin are listed above each panel. The bottom-rightmost panel
is constructed in the same way as the bottom-central panel but using random positions in the SPT map. Note the colour scale in the maps changes from map
to map, except for the two rightmost plots in the bottom row. These stacked maps are solely for illustrative purposes, as the quantitative analyses presented in
Section 5.2 do not require stacking.
and represents the central Comptonization parameter for every
RM-selected cluster. In addition, we extract the associated (Gaus-
sian) measurement uncertainty T0 = TCMBy0 . As an example,
five stacked SPT maps, each showing more than just the central
decrement, are presented for five bins of decreasing richness λ in
Fig. 1. The number of stacked clusters and λ range for each bin are
listed above each panel. The bottom-right panel shows the same
SPT-filtered map as shown in the bottom-central panel but stacked
at random sky positions. Each of these maps has been obtained by
stacking the SPT maps at the location of each RM cluster, matched-
filtered assuming a cluster profile with mass 〈M500|λ, z, 〉 according
to equation (10) and the parameters of the λ–mass scaling relation
derived in S15. As explained below (Section 5.2), the quantita-
tive analyses presented in this work are not based on stacking of
SPT-filtered maps to extract the mean SZE signal in a richness bin.
The stacked SPT maps shown in Fig. 1 have therefore solely an
illustrative purpose.
In this work, we study two different SZE observables: the detec-
tion significance ζ and Y500, the integrated Compton-y within R500.
For every RM-selected system, we start from the measured y0 ±
y0 at the cluster location extracted from the SPT-filtered maps for
each assumed cluster profile θ500 ∈ [0.5 − 7.75 arcmin]. We then
compute the expected bias β associated with each optimal filter due
to the optical–SZE central-offset distribution by marginalizing over
the parameters derived in S15. We therefore calculate the estimated
average miscentring-corrected central decrement y0, corr = y0/β.
The SZE observables ζ and Y500 are then related to the miscentring-
corrected central decrement y0, corr as follows. The SPT-unbiased
significance is defined as ζ = y0, corr/(y0As) with Gaussian mea-
surement uncertainty ζ = A−1s , where As is the relative field scal-
ing factor (Bleem et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016). The integrated
Y500 is defined as Y500 = μy0,corr, where we numerically integrate
the assumed A10 universal pressure profile along the line of sight
to obtain the scaling factor μ (Liu et al. 2015).
4.1 Degeneracy between observable and cluster extent: DSPT
As an example, we show in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 the derived
SPT observable ζ estimated from the SPT-filtered maps as a function
of assumed cluster extent for a RM-selected cluster identified at
redshift z = 0.40 ± 0.01 with λ = 77.8 ± 5.3. This cluster is also
identified in the 2500 d SPT-SZ survey as SPT-CL J0447−5055,
and presented in Bleem et al. (2015) with with a raw signal-to-noise
ratio of 5.97 and angular scale θ500 = 3.05 arcmin. Green lines
represent the mean (solid line) and 1σ measurement uncertainties
(dotted lines) associated with ζ without the SZE–optical central-
offset correction, while the mean and 1σ measurement uncertainties
in the case including the SZE–optical central-offset correction are
shown using black lines. The same distribution is reported in black
in the upper panels of Fig. 3.
The corresponding distribution for the SZE observable Y500 is
shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2 for the same cluster. The
A10 Y500–mass relation has been used to correct this distribution
for redshift evolution. The same distributions are shown in black in
the lower panels of Fig. 3.
In the following, we will refer to the joint probability of observing
a particular value of ζ (or Y500) and M500 evaluated from the SPT-
filtered data as DSPT(ζ , M). For our purposes, DSPT(ζ , M) represents
therefore the true SPT observable, from which we obtain derived
SZE observables by adopting external priors, as discussed in the
next section.
We note that the effect of the SZE–optical central-offset correc-
tion is larger for larger assumed cluster profiles. This is a feature
of the model adopted in S15, which describes the central-offset
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Figure 2. The redshift-evolution-corrected distribution of the SZE observables ζ (left-hand panel) and Y500 (right-hand panel) as a function of cluster extent
R500 measured in the SPT-filtered map for an RM-selected cluster with λ = 77.8 ± 5.3 at z = 0.4 (also SPT-detected as SPT-CL J0447−5055 with a raw
signal-to-noise of of 5.97). Green (black) solid and dotted lines show the measured ζ and Y500 distributions and 1σ measurement uncertainties without (with)
optical–SZE central-offset corrections (see Section 4). Note that corrections from the adopted optical–SZE central-offset model dominate the degeneracy
between ζ and cluster extent.
Figure 3. First three columns: the probability distributions of the redshift-evolution-corrected SZE observables ζ (upper panel) and Y500 (lower panel)
measured from the SPT-filtered maps as a function of cluster extent for the same cluster as shown in Fig. 2. Distributions are shown for the case of the SPT
data (black lines) including (1) the richness–mass prior (red lines, first column); (2) the ζ and A10 Y500 mass priors (cyan lines, second column) and (3) both
priors (third columns). Last column: the predicted distribution of the SZE observables for the given richness–mass and SZE observable–mass model.
distribution normalized in terms of cluster virial radius R500. There-
fore, for fixed cosmology and given a redshift, equal offsets in units
of R500 will be associated with larger angular offsets (and thus larger
biases) for more massive clusters.
4.2 Breaking the observable–extent degeneracy
As a result of the degeneracy described in the previous section
and shown also in Fig. 2, one needs extra information to ex-
tract the SZE observables. We first present the expectation for
the SZE observable given richness λ and then discuss how to
estimate derived SZE observables for each RM cluster from the
SPT-filtered maps.
4.2.1 Model expectation
Given the two theoretical priors describing the richness–mass rela-
tion (red lines in Fig. 3) and the SZE–mass relation (cyan lines in
Fig. 3) and under the assumption of uncorrelated intrinsic scatter,
the expected distribution of ζ (and similarly for Y500) for a cluster
selected with richness λ at redshift z can be expressed as
P Model(ζ |λ, z) =
∫
dM P (ζ |M, z)P (M|λ, z). (11)
The resulting distributions are shown in the last panels (g and h) of
Fig. 3 and as cyan lines after marginalizing over cluster extent in
Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. For the same example cluster shown in Figs 2 and 3, we show the probability distribution function for the redshift-evolution-corrected ζ (left) and
Y500 (right, for the A10 case) SZE observables and model predictions obtained by marginalizing the distributions shown in Fig. 3 over cluster extent R500.
We now discuss three approaches to break the degeneracy be-
tween observable and cluster extent, where simplified versions of
the first two approaches have been previously adopted in the litera-
ture, and the third approach makes use of all information from both
the optical and SZE observable mass scaling relations.
4.2.2 Deriving observables with λ–mass relation (approach 1)
Following previous analyses (e.g. Hand et al. 2011; Planck Collab-
oration XII 2011; Draper et al. 2012; Planck Collaboration XI 2013;
Sehgal et al. 2013), the first approach is to break the degeneracy be-
tween the SZE observable and assumed cluster extent by fixing the
angular scale of the cluster to the mean radius for a given richness
with observed richness λ and redshift z using the richness implied
mass 〈M|λ, z〉. Here, we improve and extend this approach by fully
and explicitly including the prior on the scale of the cluster as
P App.1(ζ |λ, z) =
∫
dM DSPT(ζ,M)P (M|λ, z). (12)
For the example cluster shown in Fig. 2, this means we extract
the measured observable by including the prior P(M|λ, z) obtained
following S15, represented by red lines in Fig. 3 as shown in panels
(a) and (d). Note that, as mass maps directly into R500 , the associated
distributions are therefore described by vertical lines in Fig. 3. The
two resulting distributions for the two derived observables P(ζ |λ,
z) and P(Y500|λ, z) are then obtained by marginalizing over the
assumed cluster extent. These appear in the left- and right-hand
panels of Fig. 4 for the ζ and Y500 cases as solid black lines.
4.2.3 Deriving observables with SZE–mass relation (approach 2)
The second approach to break the degeneracy between SZE observ-
able and cluster extent is to adopt an approach similar to the one
described in Gruen et al. (2014) and Planck Collaboration (2015).
Namely, we adopt the expected SZE observable–mass relations
〈ζ |M, z〉 and 〈Y500|M, z〉 and calculate the expected cluster extent
for each value of ζ and Y500. In this approach, we fully and explic-
itly include the priors P(ζ |R500, z) and P(Y500|R500, z) (respectively,
shown as cyan lines in the upper and bottom panels of Fig. 3 for the
ζ and A10 Y500–mass scaling relation). The resulting distributions,
marginalized over the cluster extent, are thus described by
P App.2(ζ |z) =
∫
dM DSPT(ζ,M)P (ζ |M, z), (13)
and are shown in blue in the left- and right-hand panels of Fig. 4 for
the ζ and A10 Y500 cases, respectively.
4.2.4 Deriving observables with combined approach (1 and 2)
Finally, we note that given the two theoretical priors described
above, the best estimator is obtained by combining all the available
information, under the assumption that neither method is biased.
Specifically, given a model that describes both the richness–mass
and SZE observable–mass relations with uncorrelated intrinsic scat-
ter, we adopt the combination of the above-mentioned priors, as
highlighted in panels (c) and (f) of Fig. 3.
The resulting distributions, marginalized over the cluster extent,
are thus described by
P Comb(ζ |λ, z) =
∫
dM DSPT(ζ,M)P (ζ |M)P (M|λ, z), (14)
and are shown in red in the left- and right-hand panels of Fig. 4 for
the ζ and for the A10 Y500 cases, respectively.
We note that the three SZE observable–extent constraints shown
in panel (c) of Fig. 3 cross in the same part of the ζ–R500 plane. As
a result, the distributions for the three derived observables shown in
the left-hand panel of Fig. 4 nicely overlap. This is not surprising,
as the λ–mass relation and the ζ–mass relation were both calibrated
directly from the SPT-selected sample of clusters. On the other
hand, we note that this is not the case for the Y500 observable,
where the three SZE observable–extent constraints in panel (f) of
Fig. 3 overlap less. As a consequence, marginalized distributions in
the SZE observable for the three derived observables shown in the
right-hand panel of Fig. 4 are less consistent. We caution, however,
that the derived observables are highly correlated with the model
prediction as they share the same prior information.
5 R ESULTS
In this section, we first present our measurements of three SZE
observable–λ relations and then discuss the consistency of these
measurements with the model expectations. We comment on the
impact of central-offset corrections in Section 5.2.4.
5.1 SZE observable–richness relations
In the previous section, we demonstrated the extraction of ζ and
Y500 assuming three different priors that allow us to constrain the
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cluster radial extent. We now divide the RM sample into 15 equally
spaced logarithmic bins of λ, and within each bin we compute the
average SZE observables and model prediction. We merge the two
richer bins to have at least 10 clusters per bin. The resulting average
ζ corrected by the expected redshift evolution (with associated error
bar) is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5 as a function of the mean
λ for the different methods of extracting ζ . These are colour coded
with approach 1 (equation 12) in black, approach 2 (equation 13)
in blue and the combined approach (equation 14) in red. The model
expectation (equation 11) is the cyan line. We find that the adopted
model tends to overpredict the amplitude of ζ compared to the
observed value, regardless of which of the three methods is used to
extract ζ .
This result reflects our finding in S15, where the fraction of
RM-selected clusters with SPT-SZ counterparts is found to be in
mild tension with the expectation. This discrepancy could be due to
one or both of contamination of the SZE observable through point
sources (i.e. radio galaxies or star-forming galaxies; see e.g. Liu
et al. 2015) and contamination of the optical cluster sample. The
contamination in the RM sample is expected to be at the ∼10 ±
5 per cent level (Rykoff et al. 2014). In forthcoming papers, we will
examine the contamination on the SZE side by studying deviations
of the SZE spectrum with respect to the theoretical expectation
for a sample of RM-selected clusters overlapping with the SPT-SZ
survey (Bleem et al., in preparation) and by examining the 150 GHz
radio galaxy luminosity functions in an ensemble of X-ray-selected
clusters (Gupta et al. 2017). In the next section, we quantify the
tension between the theoretical expectation and data in a rigorous
statistical manner.
The middle panel of Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for the
case of the A10 model for Y500. We find here that the adopted
scaling relations (cyan) overpredict the amount of SZE flux with
respect to the all three SZE-derived observables by a large factor,
as we will discuss more in detail in Section 5.2.2. These results
are qualitatively in agreement with previously published results
using the maxBCG sample with Planck (e.g. Planck Collaboration
XII 2011) and ACT (e.g. Sehgal et al. 2013) data. A quantitative
comparison between our results and these works is complicated due
to the different assumptions made for the richness–mass relation
and due to the different sample properties. Focusing on the SZE
estimator of approach 1 (which is closer to the one adopted by
Planck Collaboration XII 2011 and Sehgal et al. 2013) represented
by the black points, we also note that the slope of the derived
Y500–λ relation appears to be steeper than the model-predicted one,
a result that is also found in the Planck and ACT collaboration
analyses.
Finally, in the bottom panel of Fig. 5, we show the results obtained
for the case of the Y500 model derived from the best-fitting YX–
mass relation self-consistently obtained from the SPT sample. Here
too, the signal is smaller than expected, but the difference is much
smaller than for the A10-generated results and closer to the ζ–
λ relation results shown in the top panel. We report in Table 1 the
mean richness, redshift, number of clusters and associated SZE-
derived observables in each richness bin. As shown in Table 1, the
mean redshift is almost constant as a function of richness.
As discussed above, the SZE-derived observables reported in
Table 1 and shown in Fig. 5 are highly correlated with the model
prediction (cyan lines), because they share information on the scal-
ing relations (Section 4.2). Thus, they cannot be used to test the
consistency of the S15 model. We assess the consistency of mea-
surements and expectations taking these correlations into account
in the next section.
Figure 5. Mean redshift-evolution-corrected SZE observables from clusters
stacked in richness bins. Results are for ζ (top), Y500 assuming the A10
model (middle) and Y500 derived from the best-fitting SPT YX–mass relation
(bottom). Data points show the average SPT-SZ SZE observables estimated
including: (a) a λ–mass prior from S15 (black), (b) an SZE observable–mass
prior (blue) and (c) both a and b (red). The cyan line represents the mean
expectation (equation 11). A λ-dependent tension between the expectation
and the observables exists to different degrees for all three scaling relations.
Formal evaluation of the tension in terms of either mass or observable biases
is carried out using equation (15) and results appear in Fig. 6.
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Table 1. Mean SZE-derived observables in bins of richness, as shown in Fig. 5. For each richness bin, we respectively report: the mean richness λ, the mean
redshift in the bin, the total number of RM clusters in the bin and the associated mean mass [1014 M]. We also report the three associated SZE-derived
observables analysed in this work corrected by redshift evolution as in Fig. 5 (ζ , 104 Y500 from A10, and 104 Y500 from the best-fitting SPT YX–mass relation),
evaluated according to approach 1 (Section 4.2.2), approach 2 (Section 4.2.3) and the combined approach (Section 4.2.4).
λ z Nclus M500 ξ
App.1
ξ
App.2
ξ
Comb
Y
App.1
500−A10 Y
App.2
500−A10 Y
Comb
500−A10 Y
App.1
500−YX Y
App.2
500−YX Y
Comb
500−YX
21.3 0.6 79 1.5 0.2 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.2
23.2 0.6 126 1.7 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.3
25.7 0.5 104 1.8 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.3
28.3 0.5 83 2.0 0.5 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.4
31.3 0.5 76 2.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.4
34.6 0.5 54 2.4 1.0 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.5
38.2 0.5 48 2.6 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.5
42.0 0.5 38 2.8 1.2 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.7 2.8 ± 0.4 2.2 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.6
46.3 0.6 30 3.1 0.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.5
51.1 0.5 28 3.4 2.1 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.3 4.6 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 0.9 5.2 ± 0.6 3.8 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.7
55.9 0.5 15 3.6 2.9 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 0.6 6.6 ± 0.7 5.3 ± 0.5 7.8 ± 1.0 7.2 ± 0.8 6.9 ± 0.7 7.7 ± 0.9
62.6 0.6 12 4.0 2.2 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 0.5 6.8 ± 1.0 6.0 ± 0.8 4.8 ± 0.7 6.4 ± 1.0
69.1 0.5 10 4.5 2.7 ± 0.6 2.2 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.5 6.9 ± 0.9 4.4 ± 0.6 8.4 ± 1.3 7.5 ± 1.0 6.2 ± 0.9 8.4 ± 1.1
92.4 0.5 16 5.8 5.5 ± 1.2 5.4 ± 1.2 6.2 ± 1.2 18.0 ± 1.8 16.2 ± 0.9 19.6 ± 1.9 19.8 ± 2.2 20.5 ± 3.0 21.9 ± 1.5
5.2 Constraining mass and observable bias parameters
To characterize a possible tension between the derived observables
and the theoretical expectations, we extend the models and fit for the
bias parameters b and f (equations 5, 6, 7), where we are assuming
either that the fractional mass bias b is the same for all masses
within a cluster subsample or that the fractional observable bias
f is the same for all observables within a cluster subsample. The
probability P for the SPT observable DSPT(ζ , M) and bias parameters
b and f is constructed by taking the product of the individual cluster
probabilities Pi as
P =
Nclus∏
i=1
Pi =
Nclus∏
i=1
“
dζdM DiSPT(ζ,M)
×P (ζ |M,f , b, zi)P (M|λi, zi). (15)
We then constrain the mass bias parameter b while assuming no
observable contamination f = 0, or we constrain the contamination
parameter f while assuming no mass bias b = 0 for the tested
models. We note also that equation (15) is similar to the combined
approach above (equation 14), where P(ζ |M, f, b, z) is described by
equation (5).
Introducing b and f allows us to explore the scale of mass biases
or contamination that would be required to achieve consistency
between the prediction and the derived observables. As we have
defined them, values of these parameters consistent with zero are
expected if there is no evidence of mass bias or no evidence of
observable contamination.
5.2.1 SPT-derived ζ–λ relation
For the whole sample used in this work (λ > 20), and for the
SZE observable ζ , we find that the tested model with no bias or
contamination is excluded at more than 3σ . In particular, we find
that the masses would have to be reduced by the factor 1 − b = 0.74
± 0.07 or, equivalently, that the observable would have to be reduced
by a factor of 1 − f = 0.59 ± 0.12 (Table 2). Even then the fit would
be poor, because as is clear in Fig. 5 there is a λ dependence in the
offsets between the observables and the model.
In other words, the combination of the λ–mass and ζ–mass rela-
tions we calibrated in S15 using the high-mass SPT SZE-selected
cluster sample is not a good description of the data. This is an in-
dication that one or more of the underlying assumptions is invalid.
These assumptions include (1) fixing the cosmological parameters
to particular values, (2) adopting the optical–SZE centre offset dis-
tribution calibrated in S15 and (3) describing the SZE and optical
mass–observable relations with a single power law with constant
lognormal scatter over the full range in λ that we explore. Thus,
perhaps this result is not entirely surprising.
Given the strong cosmological constraints available today
(Planck Collaboration 2016a), we do not expect marginalization
over cosmology to have a significant impact; however, we will ex-
plore this explicitly in an upcoming analysis of a larger sample. The
impact of corrections due to the assumed central-offset distribution
model is discussed in Section 5.2.4. The analysis of S15 was limited
to a sample of 19 clusters and did not allow for further exploration
of the parameters space. Future works using data from the DES sur-
vey will greatly benefit from the larger statistics available and will
allow us to better constrain and test the validity of the assumption
adopted here.
To examine λ-dependent effects, we derive the best-fitting mass
bias and observable contamination parameters b and f within three
richness bins: 20 <λ< 40, 40 <λ< 80 and λ> 80. In this analysis,
the error bars on the three analysed λ bins are correlated through
the marginalization of the λ–mass scaling relation parameters. Re-
sults are reported in Table 2 and highlighted in Fig. 6 for the mass
bias parameter b and for the observable contamination parameter
f in the upper and lower panels, respectively. We note that when
restricting this analysis to the highest richness bin λ > 80 (which is
where the SPT SZE-selected clusters used to calibrate the observ-
able mass relations lie), we obtain a bias parameter 1 − b = 0.94
± 0.10 (1 − f = 0.89 ± 0.16), consistent with no bias. Thus, in the
λ range where the λ–mass and ζ–mass were calibrated, there is no
statistically significant evidence for bias or contamination, which is
what we would expect.
However, significant biases or contamination are associated with
the lower richness bins, where the best-fitting parameters b and f
are larger than zero with more than 3σ significance. This suggests
that a λ-dependent bias would be needed to make the model predic-
tion and observables consistent. For example, the lowest richness
bin at 20 < λ < 40 can be described either with a mass bias of
1 − b = 0.62 ± 0.10 or with an observable contamination fraction
of 1 − f = 0.44 ± 0.16; most probably, the tension between the
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Table 2. Mean and 1σ uncertainty for the mass bias b and observable contamination f parameters as constrained through equation (15).
λ Range ζ–λ Y500–λ A10 Y500–λ SPT
1 − b 1 − f 1 − b 1 − f 1 − b 1 − f
λ > 20 0.74 ± 0.07 0.59 ± 0.12 0.52 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.08 0.84 ± 0.07 0.71 ± 0.14
λ > 20, no miscentring 0.61 ± 0.06 0.43 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.06 0.54 ± 0.12
20 < λ < 40 0.62 ± 0.10 0.44 ± 0.16 0.39 ± 0.06 0.19 ± 0.10 0.77 ± 0.10 0.59 ± 0.19
40 < λ < 80 0.78 ± 0.07 0.65 ± 0.12 0.56 ± 0.05 0.35 ± 0.09 0.87 ± 0.07 0.75 ± 0.13
λ > 80 0.94 ± 0.10 0.89 ± 0.16 0.76 ± 0.07 0.61 ± 0.12 0.96 ± 0.08 0.91 ± 0.16
Figure 6. Upper panel: constraints on mass bias parameter b obtained by
evaluating equation (15) assuming no observable contamination (f = 0) in
three different richness bins. For each λ-bin, 1σ regions of mass bias are
shown for the ζ–λ relation (cyan), for the A10-derived Y500–λ relation (red),
and for the best-fitting SPT-derived Y500–λ relation (yellow). The regions
have been slightly shifted in λ for clarity. Bottom panel: same as upper
panel, but for the case of observable contamination parameter f under the
assumption of no mass bias (b = 0).
observables and model is due to a mix of different effects. As previ-
ously discussed, the origins of the tension could lie either in the RM
catalogue (for example, through a larger contamination or scatter
at lower richness), in the SZE estimator due to a mass-dependent
bias, e.g. star formation or radio loud AGN (e.g. Lin et al. 2009;
Sehgal et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015; Gupta et al. 2017;
Planck Collaboration 2016c) or perhaps in an SZE–optical centre
offset distribution that is much broader at low λ than at high λ where
it was measured. Other possibilities include uncertainties on the the-
oretical halo mass function from Tinker et al. (2008) that we have
used in S15 (e.g. Bocquet et al. 2015a; Planck Collaboration 2016b;
Despali et al. 2016). The trend in Fig. 6 could also reflect increasing
variance in halo mass selected at lower lambda which would pro-
duce lower mean expected SZE signal relative to the model used
here (Evrard et al. 2014). This effect could be amplified by an an-
ticorrelation between galaxy and hot gas mass fractions, a feature
seen in recent hydrodynamic simulations of the Rhapsody-G sample
(Wu et al. 2015).
A larger sample and stronger constraints from external mass
calibration data sets and for the optical miscentring distribution will
allow us to more easily unravel the remaining sources of tension.
We plan to pursue this in a future analysis.
5.2.2 Y500–λ relation derived using the A10 relation
For the SZE observable Y500 associated with the A10 model, we
derive 1 − b = 0.52 ± 0.05 (1 − f = 0.31 ± 0.08). This best-
fitting mass bias parameter (1 − b = 0.52) is in good agreement
with the best-fitting mass hydrostatic mass bias parameter estimated
by the Planck Collaboration (2016b) (1 − b = 0.58) to reconcile
the cosmological parameters fit to their CMB and cluster data sets.
We note, however, that a direct statistical comparison of the con-
straints on 1 − b with the Planck results is not straightforward for
the following reasons. The adopted cosmology used to calibrate the
scaling relations in S15 is similar to but not identical to the Planck
CMB-preferred cosmology (mostly due to differences in the ampli-
tude of the power spectrum of density fluctuations σ 8 = 0.8 in S15,
σ 8 = 0.83 for Planck CMB-preferred cosmology). The mass and
redshift range of the RM sample studied here is different from that
of the Planck cluster sample. A robust comparison between these
results and the Planck ones requires a detailed description of the
contamination fraction in the RM sample studied here. Thus, the
consistency between our constraints on the 1 − b parameter and
the ones reported by Planck Collaboration (2016b) could well be
coincidental.
We note that when only restricting this analysis to the sam-
ple of λ > 80, we obtain a bias parameter 1 − b = 0.76 ±
0.07 (1 − f = 0.61 ± 0.12), consistent with theoretical expecta-
tions for hydrostatic mass bias (Nagai, Kravtsov & Vikhlinin 2007;
Battaglia et al. 2012; Rasia et al. 2012) and with recent weak lens-
ing mass calibrations of Planck and ACT clusters (von der Linden
et al. 2014; Hoekstra et al. 2015; Battaglia et al. 2016), but in
mild tension with results reported from the LoCuSS sample (Smith
et al. 2016) and with dynamical calibration of ACT clusters (Sifo´n
et al. 2016). Also in this case, a strong richness-dependent bias is
required to account for the different slope of the observed Y500–
λ relation and the expectation, as highlighted by Fig. 6. Finally,
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also note that, contrary to the A10 Y500–mass relation, the SPT-
calibrated ζ–mass and YX-derived Y500–mass relations are not re-
lying on the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, as they have
been derived by matching the SPT clusters number counts with the
reference cosmology.
5.2.3 SPT-YX-derived Y500–λ relation
Finally, for the SPT-derived Y500–λ relation, we derive 1 − b = 0.84
± 0.07 (1 − f = 0.71 ± 0.14). In this case, the model prefers a
mass-independent bias parameter that is closer to unity than that
for the model describing the ζ–mass relation. Our results exhibit a
weak tension (2.3σ ) with the model calibrated in S15.
When restricting this analysis to the sample with λ > 80, we
obtain a bias parameter 1 − b = 0.96 ± 0.08 (1 − f = 0.91
± 0.16), consistent with no bias. While we find that b = 0 is
only weakly in tension ( 3σ ) in the lowest λ bin, a λ-dependent
bias is also preferred for this model (Fig. 6). As described pre-
viously, the parameters of the λ–mass relation, the ζ–mass re-
lation and the Y500–mass relation have been simultaneously cali-
brated from abundance matching at the reference cosmology us-
ing the SPT SZE-selected cluster sample. Therefore, we expect
(and observe) consistency of these scaling relations in the richer
RM clusters.
The smaller required bias in the SPT-derived Y500–λ relation in
comparison with the bias required from the ζ–λ relation could in-
dicate that the extrapolation of the Y500–mass relation calibrated at
high masses to low mass clusters is providing a better description of
the data than the same extrapolation with the ζ–mass relation (see
Fig. 6).
5.2.4 The effects of central-offset corrections
Here, we further discuss the impact of corrections due to the central-
offset distribution in our measurements. As shown by Sehgal et al.
(2013), due to the shape of the optimal matched-filter, miscentring
corrections have larger impacts in arcminute resolution experiments
such as ACT and SPT as compared to the lower angular resolution
Planck experiment. Our results already include a correction for the
effects of the SZE–optical central-offset distribution that employs
the model calibrated using a sample of 19 SZE-selected clusters and
their RM counterparts (S15). The model assumes 0.63+0.15−0.25 fraction
of well-centred systems with the remainder having offsets follow-
ing a Gaussian of width 0.25+0.07−0.06 R500. Results are summarized in
Table 2.
For the case of the ζ–λ relation, we note that if we had com-
pletely neglected the bias associated with the SZE–optical offset
distribution β, we would increase the tension and obtain best-fitting
bias parameters 1 − b = 0.61 ± 0.06 and 1 − f = 0.43 ± 0.10.
For the A10 Y500–M500 scaling relation, neglecting completely the
bias associated with the SZE–optical offset distribution β would
require a bias parameter of 1 − b = 0.44 ± 0.04 and 1 − f = 0.23
± 0.07. Finally, in the case of the SPT-derived Y500–M500 relation,
neglecting completely the bias associated with the SZE–optical off-
set distribution would require bias parameters 1 − b = 0.73 ± 0.06
and 1 − f = 0.54 ± 0.12.
In essence, our adopted model for the SZE–optical central-offset
distribution, which we calibrated on the high-λ tail of the richness
distribution represented by the SPT-selected sample, is shifting our
constraints on the bias parameters closer to the expectations by
approximately 2σ . As discussed, however, there is a preference
in each of these scaling relations for a richness-dependent bias or
contamination; an interesting possibility is that the typical SZE–
optical central offsets could be a significantly larger fraction of the
cluster extent at low λ than at high λ, where we have measured
them. A sample of SZE-selected clusters extending to much lower
mass would allow the SZE–optical central-offset distribution to be
directly constrained at low λ.
5.2.5 Redshift trends
Finally, we investigate possible redshift trends in our recovered
parameters 1 − b and 1 − f. As discussed in Section 5.1 and shown
in Table 1, the mean redshift in each richness bin is almost constant.
We further demonstrate that our results are not showing redshift
trends by constraining the mass and observable bias parameters for
each tested scaling relation in two different redshift bins, as shown
in Table 2. For the ζ–λ relation, we derive 1 − b = 0.75 ± 0.08
(1 − f = 0.61 ± 0.13) and 1 − b = 0.72 ± 0.08 (1 − f = 0.57
± 0.12), respectively, for the subsample of clusters with z < 0.5
and z > 0.5. For the A10 Y500–M500 scaling relation, we derive
1 − b = 0.54 ± 0.06 (1 − f = 0.33 ± 0.09) and 1 − b = 0.48 ± 0.06
(1 − f = 0.27 ± 0.09), respectively, for the subsample of clusters
with z < 0.5 and z > 0.5. Finally, in the case of the SPT-derived
Y500–M500 relation, we derive 1 − b = 0.86 ± 0.07 (1 − f = 0.74 ±
0.014) and 1 − b = 0.82 ± 0.07 (1 − f = 0.70 ± 0.14), respectively,
for the subsample of RM clusters with z < 0.5 and z > 0.5. In
each case, constraints obtained using the low-redshift part of the
cluster population are consistent with the ones obtained from the
high-redshift sample and thus support the interpretation that our
results are mainly driven by richness-dependent trends.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this study, we examine galaxy cluster SZE–optical scaling rela-
tions and the underlying SZE observable–mass and optical richness
λ–mass relations. We extend our study beyond the high mass, SPT
SZE-selected sample studied in S15 to include systems of lower
mass and richness where the SZE observables of individual clusters
have much lower amplitude. To do this, we use a sample of 719
optically selected RM clusters (Rykoff et al. 2016) with λ > 20
that have been selected from a 124.6 deg2 region of the DES-SV
data set with overlapping SPT-SZ mm-wave data. At the locations
of the optically selected clusters, we extract the SZE observables
from the SPT-SZ maps and stack these signals within richness bins
to constrain the mean SZE observable as a function of λ. The SZE
observables we measure are SPT detection significance ζ and in-
tegrated Compton-y Y500, allowing us to study the ζ–λ relation and
two different Y500–λ relations.
We show in our matched-filter analysis of the mm-wave maps
that the derived SZE observable associated with each RM-selected
cluster depends on the assumed cluster extent or virial radius. To
determine the range of cluster virial radius that is relevant for each
cluster, we adopt priors for the SZE observable–mass relation and/or
for the λ–mass relation. We extract observables in each cluster us-
ing three different approaches: (1) a prior on the richness–mass
relation P(M|λ, z) which specifies the cluster extent R500 (equa-
tion 12); (2) a prior on the SZE observable–mass relations P(ζ |M,
z) or P(Y500|M, z) (equation 13) and (3) the combination of the two
P(ζ |M, z) × P(M|λ, z) and P(Y500|M, z) × P(M|λ, z) (equation 14).
In all cases, we marginalize over the full probability distribution
function associated with the adopted priors. This leads to three
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somewhat different measurements for each SZE observable in each
RM-selected cluster. Also, because any mismatch in the optical and
SZE centres of the clusters will impact the extracted SZE observ-
ables, we correct for this effect using the optical–SZE central-offset
distribution measured in S15.
We then stack the SZE observables of the RM-selected sample
in 14 bins of richness λ, calculating the average amplitude and un-
certainty of the SZE observable in each bin. Our stacking technique
explicitly propagates the prior information into the derived SZE ob-
servable amplitude and uncertainty. We use these data to construct
the three SZE–optical scaling relations: (1) the ζ–λ relation, (2) the
Y500–λ relation adopting the A10 prior and (3) the Y500–λ relation
from SPT. For each relation, we then examine the consistency of
the observed relation with the expectation, finding that there is poor
agreement between prediction and data for all three relations (see
Fig. 5). In all cases, the agreement is better at high λ than at low.
We explore the scale of the tension between expectation and
observations by adopting either a mass bias parameter b or an
observable contamination parameter f. This contamination could
be associated with a higher degree of SZE contamination due to
unresolved star formation and radio galaxies associated with low-
richness clusters (Liu et al. 2015; Gupta et al. 2017), to a higher
degree of contamination in the RM sample at lower λ, or to a combi-
nation of both. In the future, we will combine stacked weak lensing
information of RM clusters (Melchior et al. 2016) to disentangle the
different possible explanations. Both bias parameters are integrated
into the SZE observable–mass relations (see Section 3) and can be
extracted for the full RM sample or subsets of the sample. Results
are summarized below.
For the ζ–λ relation (equation 5, upper panel in Fig. 5), we find
that the model calibrated through the SPT-selected sample in S15
tends to overpredict the signal of the derived observables. This
tension can be alleviated by introducing a mass bias factor of
1 − b = 0.74 ± 0.06, which could also be explained through a
contamination factor 1 − f = 0.59, which could model the com-
bination of SZE observable contamination or contamination of the
RM catalogue due to projection effects. However, the slope of the
expected ζ–λ relation is significantly shallower than the observed
one, and the bias or contamination would have to be more pro-
nounced for low-richness systems than for high-richness systems
(see Fig. 6). An analysis of the richest λ > 80 clusters shows good
consistency between the data and the expectation, supporting a pic-
ture where contamination effects of either the SZE observable or
the RM catalogue (or a combination of these effects) are larger for
lower mass systems. Alternatively, the adopted model for the SZE–
optical centre offset corrections may not properly describe the data
for the lower richness clusters or the intrinsic scatter in the λ–mass
relation may be larger at low λ (Evrard et al. 2014).
For the Y500 –λ relation that adopts the A10-based Y500–mass
scaling relation calibration (equation 6, middle panel of Fig. 5),
the expectation prediction is higher than the observations by a fac-
tor of ∼3. This inconsistency can be reduced by adopting a mass
bias parameter 1 − b = 0.52 ± 0.05 or an observable contami-
nation factor of 1 − f = 0.31 ± 0.08. This best-fitting mass bias
parameter 1 − b = 0.52 is in good agreement with the best-fitting
mass bias parameter 1 − b = 0.58 required to reconcile the cos-
mological parameters obtained through the analysis of the Planck
CMB anisotropy with the cosmological parameters derived from
the Planck cluster sample when adopting an XMM hydrostatic mass
calibration. We caution, however, that this result could be largely
coincidental, because of the different cosmologies assumed in S15
and derived from the analysis of the Planck CMB anisotropy (i.e.
S15 adopted σ 8 = 0.8). Also, the slope of the best-fitting relation
for the measured observables is significantly steeper than the slope
of the expectation, and measurements again indicate the need for
a richness-dependent contamination or mass bias (see Fig. 6). The
analysis of the richest λ > 80 subsample results in a best-fitting
mass bias parameter 1 − b = 0.76 ± 0.07, which is smaller and
is consistent with estimates of the hydrostatic mass bias from sim-
ulations and from weak lensing measurements (Nagai et al. 2007;
Rasia et al. 2012; von der Linden et al. 2014; Hoekstra et al. 2015;
Battaglia et al. 2016), but is in mild tension with the other weak
lensing measurements (e.g. Sifo´n et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2016).
Contamination effects that areλ dependent would be similar to those
described above.
For the Y500–mass relation derived from the SPT sample (equa-
tion 7, bottom panel of Fig. 5), we derive a mass bias factor
1 − b = 0.84 ± 0.07 and an observable contamination factor
1 − f = 0.75 ± 0.13, which are smaller biases than those in the
ζ–λ relation and marginally in tension with zero mass bias. The
larger bias required for the ζ–λ relation could be caused by a break
in the relation for lower mass systems, which perhaps is not required
in the Y500–λ relation. When restricting this analysis to the sample at
λ > 80, we obtain a bias (contamination) parameter 1 − b = 0.96 ±
0.08 (1 − f = 0.91 ± 0.16), which is consistent with no bias. Also,
in this relation, the slope is steeper in the measurements than in the
expectation, indicating that a λ-dependent bias or contamination
at the  3σ level is preferred (see Fig. 6). We investigate possi-
ble redshift trends associated with our results for the three tested
SZE–mass scaling relations and do not find any.
Future work benefiting from the larger region of overlap be-
tween the DES and SPT surveys will further test the consistency
between the scaling relations derived from the SPT-selected sample
and from the RM-selected clusters, and to test the validity of the
models adopted in this analysis. Ultimately, a simultaneous calibra-
tion of cosmological parameters and of the richness–mass and SZE
observable–mass scaling relations from the RM-selected sample
will allow us to more precisely estimate tensions between the two
samples and help in providing insights into the underlying causes.
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